Abstract. Let 5, ( t > 0) be a dilation in R" ( n > 2) defined by
1. Introduction. Let a = (a,,a2, ...,a") be an zz-tuple of positive numbers. We define dilations 8, (t > 0) by 8,x = S,°x = (t^Xf,t"ix2,...,ta"xn), where x = (xx, x2,..., x") G R" (zz ^ 2).
Set S"_1 = {x g R": |x| = 1}, where |x| is the Euclidean norm of x. For a locally integrable function /defined on R" and v g S"'1, we define maximal functions by Mp(f)(x) = M:(f)(x) = sup -f \f(x -8y)\dt. where dv is the element of area of S"~1. We want to know when M" is bounded on L'XR"). R. Fefferman [2] proved the following theorem.
Theorem A. Let a0 = (1,1,..., 1). Then P*a°(/)ll, < c,,J/||, forp > 2n/(n + 1),
where || • || denotes the norm on the Lebesgue space LP(R").
If a, = a2 = • • • = a", then we have Ma(f)(x) < cMa°(f)(x). Thus in this case the L p boundedness of M" follows from Theorem A.
From now on we suppose that a = (ax,a2,...,a") satisfies that a, 4= ay if i + j.
Set t = min{a,,a2,...,a"}, y = ax + a2 + ••• +a".
In this note we will prove the following result.
Theorem. // ; 2{zzy-(z!-2)T} zzy -(zz -4)t then \\rM°(f)\\p^cpJf\\p.
The proof of the theorem follows the same lines as Fefferman's proof of Theorem A and depends on the ideas of Stein and Wainger [5] .
As an application of the theorem, we will prove the Lp boundedness of certain maximal operators by the method of rotations of Calderón-Zygmund.
2. Preliminaries. For x, y g R", (x, y) is the ordinary inner product in R". Let
For a function / defined on R", set f,(x) = ry(srix) (r>o). This follows from a result of [3] (see [5, p. 1265] ).
Let / g L^R"). The Fourier transform of / is defined by /(£)= ( f(x)e~2"^x'^dx.
Jr"
The inverse Fourier transform of / is defined by /(£) = /( -£) (£ G R"). C^R") denotes the class of infinitely differentiable functions on R" with compact support.
Finally in this note we often use the same notation for constants which are different in different occurrences.
3. Main Lemma. In this section, we prove the Main Lemma below, which is crucial in the proof of the theorem.
Let T), <j> G C0°°(R") be such that
For a complex number z and / g C0°°(R"), set *,(/)(*)« (jf jr.., i^)/(x)-<í»í*/(x)i2^f )1/2, where «í/)^«) = l(«,0«,(«,0/(0 + P*(8,t)0--r,(8¿))nA8¿)ftt),
Now we are ready to state the Main Lemma.
Main Lemma. Lei a, = r/n. If ax/2 < Rez < a,, we have kÁf)h<c\\f\\2.
w(x) = min{|x1|,|x2|,...,|xj}.
The proof of the Main Lemma is based on the following estimate.
Lemma 2. // v e S"~l, then
where ca is a constant independent of £ and v.
In order to prove Lemma 2, we need the following three lemmas. In order to prove the theorem we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 6. There is a positive constant c such that Í {N^f(x)}2dv < c{g2(f)(x) + sup \4>,*f(x) |2). This completes the proof of Lemma 7. In order to prove Lemma 8, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 9. // -1 < Rez < t/zz, then IK^/|2<czm(,)-1/n||/||2.
Lemma 10. There is o2 > 0 such that if 0 < a3 < a2 azzJ -a2 < Rez < -a3, í/zezz Ku)/L < c,.*ll/l|p f°rl <P < ».
w/zere c r is independent of v.
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 5-4 of Stein-Wainger [5] , and using Lemma 2, we obtain Lemma 9.
Reading the proof of Lemma 5-5 of Stein-Wainger [5] carefully, we obtain Lemma 10.
Proof of Lemma 8. By Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, using the analytic interpolation theorem as in [5, §5] , we have \\NJ\\P<cpm{vyl/n\\f\\p for 1 < p < oo. Lemma 8 follows from Minkowski's inequality for integrals and (4.4). This completes the proof of Lemma 8. Now we prove the theorem.
Proof of the Theorem. By Lemma 1, the Main Lemma and Lemma 6 we have Set W)(x) = ( f(y)Kt(x, y) dy, T*(f)(x) = sup \Te(f)(x)\.
JR" F>0
As an application of the theorem we obtain the following result.
Corollary. // 2{zzy -(zz -2)t} P> ny -(n -4)t then \T*U)\\p<c\\f\\p.
Proof. Arguing as in Calderón-Zygmund [1] , we have T*(f)(x) < cM(f)(x). Thus the corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem. This completes the proof.
